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The inventors have recognized that there is a performance
loSS associated with Servicing a TCP pipe by maintaining a
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connection between a Server thread and a client for a Series

RELATED APPLICATIONS

of messages. As a result of maintaining this connection,
there is leSS balance, Some threads work harder than others,

The present application is a continuation-in-part of pro
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causing a loSS of performance. This occurs in Network File
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
40

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to a network file
Server, and more particularly to a network file Server Ser
vicing a number of clients simultaneously.
2. Background Art
A network file Server may Support any number of client
Server communication protocols, Such as the User Datagram

Protocol (UDP) and the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP).

45

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a network file server that
incorporates the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the network file server of
FIG. 1 and its connections to a network;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an integrated cached disk
array Storage Subsystem used in the network file Server of
50

FIG. 1;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing Software structure in
the network file server of FIG. 1;

or stream of messages (e.g., requests) over a network link

FIG. 5 is a more detailed block diagram showing various

from a number of clients to one or more servers. The

clients. There are fewer TCP threads, and Some threads are

Other objects and advantages of the invention will
become apparent upon reading the following detailed
description with reference to the accompanying drawings
wherein:

UDP is a connectionless protocol. There is one fast pipe

messages get mixed together during transmission in the
pipe.
TCP is a connection oriented protocol. Each client is
assigned a separate pipe to a respective Server.
The Servers execute code threads that Service respective
client messages. In the UDP case, there are lots of code
threads to Service client messages.
In the TCP case, the threads are assigned to respective
pipes, and the pipes are assigned to respective clients.
Therefore, the threads remain connected to the respective

MicroSystems Inc. and Digital Equipment Corp.
In accordance with a basic aspect of the invention, a
collector queue minimizes the loSS of performance due to
thread imbalance when Servicing messages from a connec
tion oriented proceSS concurrent with other processes. The
collector queue combines messages from the connection
oriented process with messages from the other concurrent
processes. The other concurrent processes may include
connection oriented processes Such as TCP and connection
less processes such as UDP. The threads of the server receive
messages from the collector queue rather than individual
pipes. Any idle thread can pick up a message from the
collector queue. The collector queue keeps track of which
pipe each message came from So that the reply of the Server
to each message is directed to the same pipe from which the
message came from. Therefore the collector queue ensures
thread balance and efficiency in Servicing the messages.
In the preferred implementation, each entry in the collec
tor queue includes a message pointer and a pipe pointer. The
message pointer points to allocated memory Storing the
message in a message buffer. The pipe pointer points to the
pipe from which the message originated. The collector
queue is a singly linked list. There is a pool of threads, and
a free thread takes an entry off the collector queue, interprets
the message of the entry, Sends a reply, and deallocates the
memory of the entry and the allocated memory Storing the
message in the message buffer.

55

modules of the Software structure of FIG. 4;

FIG. 6 is a specific example of software modules of FIG.
4;

60

65

FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing caching, exchange, and
replication of file directory and locking information among
data mover computers in the network file server of FIG. 1;
FIG. 8 is a first portion of a flowchart illustrating a file
manager program in a data mover computer that caches,
eXchanges, and replicates file directory and locking infor
mation among the data mover computers during a file access
task in the network file server of FIG. 1;

very busy and others are not very busy, Since the threads
remain connected to the clients.

FIG. 9 is a second portion of the flowchart begun in FIG.
8;
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Cached Disk Array and Stream Server Computers; Natan
Vishlitzky et al., Ser. No. 08/661,185 filed Jun. 10, 1996,
entitled “Prefetching to Service Multiple Video Streams
from an Integrated Cached Disk Array'; Uresh Vahalia et al.,
Ser. No. 08/661,053 filed Jun. 10, 1996, entitled “Staggered
Stream Support for Video On Demand”; and Percy Tzelnic

3
FIG. 10 is a third portion of the flowchart begun in FIG.
8;

FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a preferred implementation
of the file directory, locking information, and file manager
program in a data mover computer;
FIG. 12 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of the file
manager program shown in FIG. 11;
FIG. 13, labeled “Prior Art,” is a block diagram of a

et al., Ser. No. 08/661,187 filed Jun. 10, 1996, entitled

“On-Line Tape Backup Using an Integrated Cached Disk
Array,” which are all incorporated herein by reference.
The network file server 20 is directed to high-end file

conventional UNIX server;

FIG. 14 is a block diagram of a UNIX server that has been
modified to Solve an asynchronous write Security problem;
FIG. 15 is a flowchart of programming in a file system
layer of the modified UNIX server of FIG. 14;
FIG. 16, labeled “Prior Art,” is a schematic diagram
illustrating message transmission over a network link or pipe

server applications such as the Network File System (NFS,
version 2 and 3) (and/or other access protocols). NFS is a
well-known IETF file access protocol standard (RFC 1094,

Sun Microsystems, Inc., “NFS: Network File System Pro

15

Server for network communications by providing basic file
acceSS operations for network clients. Such basic file access
operations include opening a file, reading a file, writing to a
file, and closing a file.
The clustering of the data movers 21 as a front end to the
integrated cached disk array 23 provides parallelism and
Scalability. The clustering of random-access memory in the
data moverS 21 also Supplements the cache resources of the

in accordance with a User Datagram Protocol (UDP);
FIG. 17, labeled “Prior Art,” is a schematic diagram
illustrating message transmission over a network link or pipe

in accordance with a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP);
FIG. 18 is a block diagram showing the use of a collector
queue combining UDP messages with TCP messages and
permitting a next message in the collector queue to be
Serviced by an idle code thread implementing file acceSS
protocols in a Server,
FIG. 19 is a block diagram showing a specific example of
construction for the collector queue introduced in FIG. 18;
FIG. 20 is a flowchart of programming for a code thread
that Services a next message in the collector queue, and
FIG. 21 is a flowchart of programming for a network link
driver that inserts a message into the collector queue.
While the invention is susceptible to various modifica
tions and alternative forms, specific embodiments thereof
have been shown in the drawings and will be described in

ICDA 23, as will be further described below.
25

mover at the lowest cost. The data movers 21 are mounted

example, includes an Intel processor connected to a EISA or
PCI bus and at least 64 MB of random-access memory. The

number of the data movers 21, their processor class (i486,
Pentium, etc.) and the amount of random-access memory in

35
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Each of the data moverS 21 contains one or more high

performance FWD (fast, wide, differential) SCSI connec

Turning now to FIG. 1 of the drawings, there is shown a
network file Server generally designated 20 incorporating the
present invention. The network file server 20 includes an
array of data moverS 21, a network Server display and
keyboard 32, an integrated cached disk array Storage Sub

45

system (ICDA) 23, and an optional tape silo 24. At least two

50

tions to the ICDA23. Each of the data movers 21 may also
contain one or more SCSI connections to the optional tape
Silo 24. Each of the data movers 21 also contains one or

more bidirectional network attachments 30 configured on
the data mover's EISA or PCI bus. The network attachments

30, for example, are Ethernet, FDDI, ATM, DS1, DS3, or

channelized T3 attachments to data links to a network (25 in
FIG.2). The network 25 connects these network attachments
to the network clients 54, for example, through an ATM

Switch 53. Each of the data movers 21 also includes an
additional Ethernet connection to an internal dual-redundant
55

Ethernet link (26 in FIG. 2) for coordination of the data
movers with each other, including the display and keyboard
servers 28, 29.

60

The display and keyboard server 28, 29 active for servic
ing of the display and keyboard 32 can also conduct one or
more Standard management and control protocols Such as

SNMP (RFC 1157, M. Schoffstall, M. Fedor, J. Davin, J.
Case, “A Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).”
May 10, 1990). SNMP is an internet protocol that permits

Streams used in live, as well as Store-and-forward, audio

Visual applications, as described in the above-referenced
Percy Tzelnic et al. provisional application Ser. No. 60/005,
988 entitled “Video File Server,” and its divisional applica
tions: Percy Tzelnic et al., Ser. No. 08/661,152 filed Jun. 10,
1996, entitled “Video File Server Using an Integrated

each of the data movers, are Selected for desired perfor
mance and capacity characteristics, Such as the number of
concurrent network clients to be serviced. Preferably, one or
more of the data movers 21 are kept in a Standby mode, to
be used as "hot spares' or replacements for any one of the
other data movers that fails to acknowledge commands from
the other data movers or is otherwise found to experience a
failure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
I. The Architecture of a Network File Server

of the data movers 28, 29 are also programmed to service the
network Server display and keyboard 32, and these particular
data movers will be referred to as display and keyboard
Servers. However, at any given time, only one of the display
and keyboard servers 28, 29 is active in servicing the
network server display and keyboard 32.
The network file server 20 is managed as a dedicated
network appliance, integrated with popular network operat
ing Systems in a way, which, other than its Superior
performance, is transparent to the end user. It can also be
provided with Specialized Support for isochronous data

Each of the data moverS 21, including the display and
keyboard Servers 28, 29, is a high-end commodity computer,
providing the highest performance appropriate for a data
in a standard 19" wide rack. Each of the data movers 21, for

detail. It should be understood, however, that it is not

intended to limit the invention to the particular forms shown,
but to the contrary, the intention is to cover all modifications,
equivalents, and alternatives falling within the Scope of the
invention as defined by the appended claims.

tocol Specification,” Mar. 1, 1989). NFS acts as a network

inspection and modification of System variables Such as the
65

network address (IP) and the number of buffers for network

communication. In addition to the connections described

above that the data movers 21 have to the network 25, the
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cached disk array 23, and the optional tape Silo 24, each of
the display and keyboard servers 28, 29 also has a connec
tion to a serial link 31 to the network server display and
keyboard 32. The display and keyboard servers 28, 29 run a

interface of one of the data movers 21. Each of the disk

conventional operating system (such as Windows NT or
UNIX) to provide a hot-failover redundant configuration for

(fixed-block architecture) disk drives 47. The channel direc

through one of a number of SCSI adapters 45 to the SCSI
directors 44 is interfaced through at least one of a number of
disk adapters 46 connected to a String of commodity FBA

Servicing of the display and keyboard 32. An operator at the
display and keyboard 32 uses SNMP for management and

control of the resources of the network file server 20.

The integrated cached disk array 23 is configured for an
open Systems network environment. Preferably the cached

disk array 23 is a Symmetrix 5500 (Trademark) cached disk

array manufactured by EMC Corporation, 171 South Street,
Hopkinton, Mass., 01748-9103.
Turning now to FIG. 2, there is shown a block diagram of
the network file server 20 including the SCSI connections 40
among the cached disk array 23, the optional tape Silo 24, the

15

controller servers 28, 29, and the data movers 21. The

cached disk array 23 includes a large capacity Semiconduc
tor cache memory 41 and SCSI adapters 45 providing one or

and each of the channel directors 43 and disk directors 44 is

more FWD SCSI links to each of the data movers 21,

including the display and keyboard servers 28, 29.
The optional tape silo 24 includes an array of SCSI
adapters 50 and an array of read/write stations 51. Each of
the read/write Stations 51 is connected via a respective one
of the SCSI adapters 50 and a FWD SCSI link to a respective
one of the data moverS 21, including the display and
keyboard servers 28, 29. The read/write stations 51 are
controlled robotically in response to commands from the
data movers 21 for tape transport functions, and preferably
also for mounting and unmounting of tape cartridges into the
read/write Stations from Storage bins.
In a preferred mode of operation, to archive data from a
file from the network to tape, one of the data movers 21
receives the file from the network 25 and prestages the file
to the cached disk array 23 at a high rate limited by the

constructed on a printed circuit board that is mounted in the
card-cage or main-frame. The channel director and disk
director boards are further described in Yanai et al. U.S. Pat.
25

35

the data movers 21 destages the file from the cached disk
array 23 to an associated one of the read/write stations 51 at

reference.
II. Network File Server Software

the network file server (20 of FIGS. 1 and 2). The software

a tape device speed (about 7 GB/hour). For most

40

server 20 is at a minimum. In this fashion, the cached disk

45

applications, prestaging to disk can be done immediately,
and Staging from disk to tape including Sorting of files onto
respective tape cassettes can be done as a background
operation or at night, when the load on the network file

directors 44. Each of the channel directors 43 is interfaced

No. 5,335,352, issued Aug. 2, 1994, and entitled
Reconfigurable, Multi-Function Disc Controller, incorpo
rated herein by reference. The cache memory 41 is con
Structed on a number of additional printed circuit boards that
are mounted in the card-cage or main-frame. Further details
regarding the construction and operation of the cached disk
array 23 are disclosed in Yanai et al., U.S. Pat. No. 5,206,
939, issued Apr. 27, 1993; and Yanai et al. U.S. Pat. No.
5,381,539, issued Jan. 10, 1995; all incorporated herein by
Turning now to FIG. 4, there is shown a block diagram of
Software 60 providing a real-time processing environment in

network transmission rate (about 150 GB/hour). Then one of

array 23 can absorb a high data inflow aggregation from tens
or hundreds of network links Streaming from multiple sites,
and balance this load on the read/write Stations 41. Prestag
ing to the integrated cached disk array allows better use of
the read/write stations 51, matching of server flow to tape
Streaming flow, and reduction of tape and read/write Station
wear. Prestaging to the back-end also allows multiple classes
of backup and restore Services, including instant backup for
files maintained on disk in the cached disk array 23, and
temporary batch backup pending a Success or failure
acknowledgment. Prestaging to the cached disk array 23
also makes economical an on-line archive Service perform
ing the Staging from the cached disk array 23 to tape as a
background process.
Turning now to FIG. 3, there is shown a more detailed
block diagram of the integrated cached disk array 23. The
cache memory 41 is composed of dynamic RAM cards
mating with a dual redundant back-plane System buS 42. The
cached disk array 23 also includes micro-processor cards
that mate with the back-plane System bus 42 and are
programmed to function as channel directors 43 or disk

tors 43 access data in the cache memory 41 in response to
a request from its associated data mover. If data to be read
by a channel director is not found in cache memory, one of
the disk directors 44 and disk adapters 46 transfers or
“stages” the data from the disk array 47 to the cache memory
41. In a background process, the disk directors 44 and disk
adapters 46 also write-back data from the cache memory 41
to the disk array 47, after the channel directors write data to
the cache memory 41. In addition to providing intermediate
Storage for the data transferred between the channel direc
tors 43 and the disk directors 44, the cache memory 41 also
provides intermediate Storage for control information trans
ferred among the channel directors and disk directors.
The bus 42 is preferably the back-plane of a printed
circuit card-cage or main-frame in the cached disk array 23,

60 is executed by the processors of the data movers 21,
including the display and keyboard servers 28, 29. The
Software 60 also provides an environment for managing file
Services and multiple high-performance data Streams as well
as a Standard Set of Service-level application program inter

faces (APIs) for developing and porting file Service proto
cols (such as NFS). The software 60 is an application run by
a general purpose operating System Such as MicroSoft NT.
The software 60 includes a file system 61 for controlling

transfer of data between the network 25 and the cached disk
50

array (23 in FIGS. 1 and 2) or the optional tape silo (24 in
FIGS. 1 and 2). A buffer cache 62 composed of part of the
random-acceSS memory of the data moverS 21 is used as a
buffer for this data transfer.

The Software 60 also includes a kernel program 63
providing a real-time Scheduler. The kernel program 63
55

60

Separates control information (file access and Synchroniza
tion protocols) from the underlying data stream.
The software 60 further includes an SNMP management
agent 64 Supporting a Simple Network Management Proto
col. SNMP is a standard internet protocol for inspecting and
changing system variables. For example, the SNMP man
agement agent is used when an operator at the network

server display and keyboard (32 in FIG. 1) sets the network
IP address of the network file server (20 in FIG. 1).

65

Turning now to FIG. 5, there is shown a more detailed
block diagram of the software structure 60 in each data
mover. The file system 61 in FIG. 4 has been expanded into
its components. These components are a common file Sys
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tem 71, a group of Software modules providing communi
cation between the common file System and the network, and
a group of Software modules providing communication
between the common file System and the integrated cached
disk array 23 or the optional tape silo 24. The common file
system 71 uses the Virtual File System (VFS), which is an
industry-standard back-end file System Switch, to interface
with the physical file systems 79. VFS translates NFS
Common File System requests. (The NFS Common File
System Requests in themselves are translations of NFS
requests to the intended physical file Storage devices. NFS is
one of the file access protocols 75.) The common file system
71 accesses the buffer cache 62 during data transfers
between the network (25) and disk or tape storage (23,24).
The group of Software modules providing communication
between the common file System and the network includes
file access protocols 75 and a network server interface 73
using communication StackS 74 and network link drivers 72.
The file access protocols 75 include a set of industry
standard network server protocols such as NFS. Other file
access protocols compatible with the network 25 could also
be used, such as Novell NCP, LanManager, SMB, etc.
The file access protocols 75 are layered between the
communication stacks 74 and the common file system 71.
The communication Stacks 74 provide network acceSS and
connectivity for the data transmitted to the file acceSS
protocol layer 75 from the network link drivers 72. The

8
Video-On-Demand File Service,” Multimedia Systems, Vol.
3, Springer-Verlag, 1995, pp. 53-65, incorporated herein by
reference. This Scheduler Supports three classes of Schedul
lable tasks, namely, general-purpose tasks, real-time tasks,
and isochronous tasks. Isochronous tasks can be used for

providing continuous media file access Services, which are
not necessary for practicing the present invention. Real-time
and general-purpose tasks are Scheduled using a weighted
round-robin Scheme.

The general-purpose class Supports pre-emptible tasks
that are Suitable for low-priority background processing. In
order to ensure that general-purpose taskS can always make
progress, this class is granted a minimum CPU processing
quantum.
15

Mass., (1989).

25

communication stacks include TCP/IP, IPX/SPX, NETbeui,

or others. The network server interface 73 allows porting of
the network Software and file access protocols 72, 74, 75.
This interface 73 is System V Streams. There could be
multiple concurrent instances of the file access protocols 75,
communication Stacks 74, and drivers 72.
The group of Software modules providing communication
between the common file System and the integrated cached
disk array 23 or tape Silo 24 includes physical file Systems
79 and SCSI CAM 76 which provides a standard framework

40

could also be used, such as VxFS, ISO9660, etc. The buffer

cache 62 buffers data passed between the SCSI drivers 77
and the physical file system 79. There could be multiple
concurrent instances of the network driverS 72, communi

45

cation stacks 74, file access protocols 75, SCSI drivers 77,
and physical file systems 79.
FIG. 6 is a specific example of software modules of FIG.

The real-time tasks are implemented as callable routines.
Invoking a real-time task amounts simply to a procedure
50

dard virtual file-system (Vinode/VFS) interface.

The file server Software runs as an embedded system that

includes a real-time kernel (63 in FIGS. 4 and 5). The main

components of the kernel are a task Scheduler, frameworks
for writing device drivers, and a number of System Services
that are commonly found in Similar real-time kernels. The
System Services include kernel interfaces to memory
management, timers, Synchronization, and task creation. All
kernel tasks run in a Single unprotected address Space. As a
result of this, no copy operations are required to move data
from the cached disk array 23 to the network. Copying is
eliminated by passing references to common buffers acroSS
all Subsystems.
The kernel 63 may use the scheduler described in K. K.
Ramakrishnan et al., “Operating System Support for a

implement "polling device drivers and communication
Stacks. The method of polling for pending work, as opposed
to interrupt-driven processing, contributes to System Stabil
ity and alleviates most of the problems that arise during
overloads. It also provides isolation between multiple real
time tasks that have differing performance requirements.
Polling regulates the flow of traffic into the network file
Server. Just as flow control mechanisms, Such as a leaky
bucket Scheme, protect network resources from large bursts,
polling protects the end-System resources by regulating the
frequency at which work queues are Scanned and limiting
the amount of work that may be performed during each Scan
of the round-robin Schedule.

5. A conventional UNIX File System (UFS) is a physical file

system exported onto the network using NFS. The file
system switch that directs client NFS requests to the
intended physical file System is implemented using a stan

The real-time class is Suitable for tasks that require
guaranteed throughput and bounded delay. Real-time tasks
are not pre-emptible; however, a Software provision is made
to allow for the existence of safe "preemption windows' in
which all isochronous tasks can be executed. A weight and
a Scheduling flag is assigned to every real-time task. The
weight is used as the means to limit the amount of process
ing time taken by the real-time task at each invocation. The
Scheduling flag is used to indicate that the task has pending
work and to Signal the Scheduler that the task needs to be
invoked. The Scheduling flag may be set by an interrupt
Service routine or a task of any class.
In the network file Server, real-time tasks are used to

35

(SCSI Common Access Method) to the SCSI bus drivers 77.

The physical file systems 79 include at least one conven
tional industry standard-based file system such as the UNIX
ufs file system. Other industry standards-based file systems

The general-purpose class is implemented as a Standard
threads package, with a thread corresponding to a general
purpose task as described herein. A Suitable threads package
is described in A. D. Birrell, “An Introduction to Program
ming with Threads,” Systems Research Center Technical
Report, No. 35, Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard,

55
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call.

Selecting a real-time task involves Scanning a set of
Scheduling flags; for each flag that is Set, the Scheduler
invokes the corresponding task with the assigned weight as
a parameter. The real-time task is expected to process at
most the number of work units equal to the tasks weight that
was passed to it as a parameter. At the completion of each
unit of work, the real-time task opens up the 'preemption
window' which is used by the scheduler to run all the
isochronous tasks that may have arrived in the time it took
the real-time task to process one unit of work. Upon exhaust

ing the allowed number of work units (the weight) or less,
65

the task Voluntarily returns to the Scheduler. After having
completed one round of Scanning the flags, the Scheduler
Switches to the general purpose class.
General purpose tasks that are ready for execution are
placed on a “GP ready queue, which is Served in a round
robin fashion. If the “GP ready queue is empty, the sched
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uler initiates a new round of Servicing the real-time taskS.
Otherwise, the Scheduler Starts a general-purpose quantum
timer, and activates the first task from the “GP ready' queue.
The task runs until it blocks or the quantum timer expires.
If the task blocks, its context is Saved on a wait queue and
the next task from the “GP ready' queue is restored for
execution. If the quantum timer expires, the Scheduler Saves
the context of the currently running task at the end of the
“GP ready' queue and Switches to a new round of servicing
the real-time tasks. The execution of the general-purpose
tasks may be preempted one or more times by the isochro
nous tasks. The execution of the general-purpose class
continues after each preemption until the total time spent in
processing general-purpose tasks reaches the guaranteed

recognized by the network clients 54 is stored in a file
directory. The file directory maps a file identifier or name to
a String of logical blocks comprising the file, and also

quantum.

records other attributes of the file, Such as the file's creation
date and the client that created the file; the date the file was
last modified and the client that last modified the file; access

15

In the absence of isochronous tasks, the Scheduler can

provide guarantees on throughput and delay bounds for

real-time tasks (this assumes that all requests destined for a
real-time task generate a constant amount of work). A
maximum Service delay is the time it takes to complete one
round of real-time tasks Scheduling plus the general purpose
time quantum. Let R denote this maximum Service delay in
Steady State. Weights may be assigned to real-time tasks to
allocate and guarantee bandwidth averaged over the maxi
mum service delay, R. If W denotes the weight given to a

tional access commands from the data movers.

IV. Maintenance of Local Caches of File Directory Infor
mation

To minimize loading on the cached disk array 23 during
file access, each data mover has a local cache of file
25

real-time task (the number of units of this task, or requests,
processed in one round), then the task's steady state through
put is (WR) requests per unit time.

III. File Directory Organization
There are two basic objectives in organizing the respec
tive tasks of the cached disk array 23 and the data movers 21
in the network file server 20 of FIG.1. The first and primary
objective is to organize the respective tasks So that the
processing load on the cached disk array 23 is balanced with
the processing load on the data movers 21. This balancing
ensures that neither the cached disk array 23 nor the data
movers 21 will be a bottleneck to file acceSS performance.
The Second basic objective is to minimize modifications or
enhancements to the cached disk array 23 to Support net

work file access.

To Some degree, the Second objective is driven by a desire
to minimize marketing and Support issues that would arise if
the cached disk array 23 were modified to Support network
file access. The Second objective is also driven by a desire
to minimize the addition of processing load on the cached
disk array associated with network file access. The network
file server architecture of FIG. 1 permits data mover com
puters 21 to be added easily until the cached disk array 23
becomes a bottleneck to file access performance, and there
fore any additional processing load on the cached disk array

read or written.

The information for mapping of logical blockaddresses of
Storage in the cached disk array 23 to the network files

directory information down to a logical block level of
granularity. Moreover, for more uniform distribution of the
loading on the data movers, it is desirable for the network
clients to have the capability of accessing each file through
more than one data mover. In this case, locking information
in one local cache of one data mover is replicated in another
local cache in another data mover, and a cache consistency
Scheme ensures that the replicated locking information is
consistent in the caches of the data movers.

Various kinds of cache consistency Schemes could be used
for ensuring that the replicated locking information is con
Sistent in the caches of the data movers. These cache
35
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consistency Schemes range from a centralized Scheme in
which the network file directory maintains a primary copy of
the locking information, to a decentralized Scheme in which
the network file directory does not contain any locking
information, and all of the required locking information for
accessing a file is maintained in each of the data movers
providing access to the file.
In general, a data mover can obtain a read lock or a write
lock on a group of logical blocks for a network client. A
network client must obtain a write lock on a logical block
before writing to the logical block, and a network client must
have a read lock or write lock on a group of logical blockS
before the logical blockS in the group can be read to obtain
data that is guaranteed to be consistent between the logical
blocks. Once a network client obtains a read or write lock on

50

asSociated with network file access would tend to cause a

reduction in the network file acceSS performance of a fully
configured System employing a Single cached disk array.
In a preferred arrangement, the cached disk array 23
recognizes logical block addresses. Each logical block, for
example, is a 512 byte Sector. The cached disk array has a
limited internal locking facility ensuring that reading or
Writing to a Sector is an atomic operation. The cached disk
array need not be modified to provide these basic facilities.
Network file access, however, requires access to the logical
blocks on a file basis and not on a logical block address
basis. In particular, a network file access request Specifies a
file identifier, an offset in the file Specifying where to begin
the reading or writing of data, and the amount of data to be

restrictions upon the file, Such as a password or “read only'
access, and whether or not the file is presently opened by a
client, and the access rights or lockS granted to the client for
the file or particular logical blocks of the file. At least for
recovery purposes, a copy of the file directory is Stored in the
cached disk array 23 corresponding to the network file data
stored in the cached disk array 23. To minimize additional
loading of the cached disk array 23, however, the cached
disk array is not involved with maintenance of the file
directory, other than reading or writing Specified logical
block addresses of the file directory in response to conven

a group of logical blocks, no other network client can obtain
a conflicting read or write lock on the group of logical blockS
until the network client owner of the lock releases the lock.

55
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In a centralized cache consistency Scheme, a data mover
would access the primary copy of the locking information in
the cached disk array in order to obtain a new read lock or
a write lock over a group of logical blockS. If none of the
logical blocks in the group would have a conflicting lock
owned by another network client, then the new read lock or
write lock would be recorded in the primary copy of the
locking information in the cached disk array. Moreover, any
copies of the outdated locking information in the local
caches of the other data movers would need to be invali
dated. In order to assist in the invalidation of the outdated

65

locking information, the primary copy of the locking infor
mation in the cached disk array could include a set of flags
indicating whether or not a copy of the locking information
exists in the local cache of each data mover. The invalidation
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Signals could be sent from the cached disk array to each data
mover indicated by a Set flag, and once the invalidation
Signals would be acknowledged by the data movers, the
cached disk array could signal the grant of the new lock to
the data mover requesting the new lock.
A centralized Scheme for ensuring consistency between
the local file directory copies in the data movers would
increase the loading on the ICDA in comparison to a
decentralized Scheme. Therefore, a decentralized Scheme is
preferred. The preferred cache consistency Scheme uses the
internal Ethernet link 26 to pass messages between the data
movers 21. As a result of this message passing, each data
mover maintains a complete list or indeX to the logical
blocks that are currently locked in the files accessible
through the data mover.
As shown in FIG. 7, in the preferred cache consistency
Scheme, the cached disk array 23 Stores a network file
directory 91 that is current for the logical blocks of storage
in the cached disk array that have been allocated to the files
listed in the network file directory. The network file direc
tory 91 includes a mapping of the network file identifier or
name to a list of logical blocks that comprise the file.
Preferably this mapping is organized as a hash table that is
indexed by the network file identifier. Entries in the hash
table are pointers to respective lists of file information for
the files that are indexed by hashing on the network file

12
In a first step 111 of FIG. 8, servicing of a network file
access task begins by checking whether the file to be
accessed is indexed in local file directory; i.e., whether it is
in the directory (95a, 95b) of all locked network files
accessible by the data mover, or in the partial directory (98a,
98b) of unlocked files accessible by the data mover. In this
regard, a single hash table indeX can be used for indexing the
file information for all locked network files accessible by the
data mover, and for indexing the file information in the
partial directory (98a, 98b) of unlocked files accessible by
the data mover. A flag associated with the file information
indicates whether or not there is a lock on the file. If this
15

desired file, then the file information is not in the local file

directory. Therefore, in step 112, the network file directory
91 in the cached disk array 23 is accessed to promote the file
25

identifier. The file information for each network file includes

the network file identifier, a list or mapping 92 of logical
blocks that comprise the network file stored in the cached
disk array 23, and a list of file attributes 93. By indexing the
hash table and Searching through any multiple file identifiers
asSociated with the indexed hash table entry, pointers are
obtained to the list of logical blocks that comprise the file
and to the list of attributes of the file.

Each data mover, Such as the data movers 21a and 21b

shown in FIG. 7, includes a local directory (94a, 94b) of

35

locking information for all locked network files accessible

40

Services a network client request for access to a locked file,
there is no cached disk array overhead in managing the lock,
because all of the required locking information is already in
the local directory of the data mover. For fast access, the

45

locked network files is kept in Semiconductor buffer cache

memory (62 in FIG. 5) of the data movers.

In step 115 of FIG. 9, the lock information (97a, 97b in
FIG. 7) for the file is inspected to determine whether the

requested acceSS is currently precluded by a lock. For
example, read-only or read-write access of the file is pre
cluded by an existing write lock on any file portion to be
accessed unless the access is being requested by the client
owning the write lock, and read-write access of the file is
also precluded by an existing read lock on any file portion

to be accessed.

As shown in FIG. 7, each data mover may also include a

partial directory of unlocked files (98a, 98b) accessible by
the data mover. The partial directory of unlocked files (98a,
98b), for example, includes the file to logical block mapping

directory 91 to the local directory in the data mover.
In step 113, the file attributes are inspected to determine
whether they preclude access by the client. For example, the
file may have a Security level attribute, in which case a client
must have a Security level of at least the Security level
attribute to access the file. The file could have a “private”
attribute permitting access only by the original creator of the
file, or the file could have a read-only attribute permitting the
file to be read by any client having a Sufficient Security level
but written to or deleted only by the original creator of the
file. The file could also have a list of clients, each of which

information for locked network files includes a file to logical

local directory (94a, 94b) of locking information from

information (92 and 93 in FIG. 7) for the file from the

could have Specified read-write or read-only privileges. If
client access to the file is not precluded by the file attributes,
then execution continues to step 116 in FIG. 9.

by the data mover. Each local directory (94a, 94b) of locking
block mapping (95a, 95b), file attributes (96a, 96b), and
lock information (97a, 97b). Therefore, when a data mover

file-level lock flag is Set, then there is a lock on the file, and
the file is not on the LRU queue and therefore its file
information is retained in the local directory. If this file-level
lock flag is not Set, then there is not a lock on the file, and
the file will be on the LRU queue and therefore its file
information will not necessarily be retained in the local
directory.
If access to the hash table indeX and Searching of any list
indicated by the indexed hash table entry fails to find the

If the requested file access is not precluded by a lock, then
50

in step 116 a message is broadcast over the Ethernet link (26)
to the other data movers providing access to the file. These

and the file information of files that were once locked and

other data moverS record the lock in their local directories.

are no longer locked. Information for a file is retained in the
partial directory of unlocked files until the cache memory
Storing this information is needed for other purposes, Such as
caching directory information for another file that is about to
be accessed. For example, when a file becomes unlocked, a
pointer to the local directory information is placed on the tail

If the requested file access is found in step 116 to be
precluded by a lock, then in Step 118 a lock denied message
is broadcast to the other data movers providing access to the
file. In Step 119, each of the data movers providing access to
the file places the lock denied message on a local wait list for
the file. Next, in Step 120, a lock denied Status message can
be returned to the network client having requested file
access, to indicate that there will be a delay in providing file
acceSS due to conflicting locks. Then, in Step 121, the file
access task is Suspended until the lock is granted.
Since each of the data movers providing access to the file
to be accessed has a wait list recording the Suspended task,
once the conflicting locks are removed, each data mover
knows whether or not there is a next Suspended request that
should be granted. When the file access request of the

55

of a least-recently-used (LRU) list. When cache memory
Space for caching new file information is needed, a pointer

60

is removed from the head of the LRU list in order to re-use

the cache memory Space indicated by the pointer.
Each data mover has a respective copy of a file manager
program 99a, 99b that manages the local file directory and
the locks on the files. In general, the file manager program
99a, 99b services network file access tasks as shown in the
flowchart of FIGS. 8 to 10.

65
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ownership of file lock information and not the client own
ership of file lock information. Therefore, if a network client
were to open a file for a write operation by accessing the file

13
current task is the next Suspended request that should be
granted, it is removed from the wait list, and execution
continues from step 121 to step 116 to broadcast the grant of
the lock to the other data movers providing access to the file.
After step 116, the lock is recorded in the local directory. In
a similar fashion, each of the other data movers providing
access to the file removes this next Suspended request from
its local wait list, and upon receiving the lock granted
message, also records the lock in its local directory.
If a write lock is granted, file access may modify the file
mapping or attributes that govern file access and are Stored
in the local directories of the data movers providing acceSS
to the file. If Such file mapping or attributes are modified, as
tested in Step 123, then in Step 124 the changes to the

mapping or attributes are broadcast over the Ethernet (26) to

the other data movers providing file access, and in Step 125,
each of the data movers providing access to the file modifies
the file mapping or attributes in its local directory. Execution
continues in step 126 of FIG. 10.
In step 126 of FIG. 10, execution continues to step 127
until file access is finished. In Step 127, file acceSS continues,
for example data is read from or written to the file, and after
step 127, execution continues to step 123 of FIG. 9. Even
tually file acceSS is done, and execution branches from Step
126 to step 129. In step 129, release of the lock is broadcast
to the other data movers providing access to the file, and then
in Step 130, each of the data movers providing access to the
file releases the record of the lock in its local directory. If the
wait list for the unlocked file is empty, as tested in step 131,
then in step 132 the data mover places the file information
for the unlocked file on the LRU queue. Otherwise, in step
133 the data mover removes the next lock request from the
Wait list for the unlocked file, and the network file acceSS

from one data mover, the client would not be able to
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Ethernet (26 in FIG. 2).

25

task is finished. (Steps 131 to 133 are also performed by the

other data movers providing access to the file in response to

35

receipt of the “release lock” message broadcast in step 129.)
Then in step 134, the data mover servicing the task of the
next lock request reactivates Servicing of this Suspended
task, so it continues in step 116 of FIG. 9. The current task
for network access to the unlocked file is finished.

Turning now to FIG. 11, there is shown a block diagram
of a preferred implementation of the file manager Software
99a for caching of file directory information in each of the
data movers, Such as the data mover 21a. The file manager
99a includes a network file manager program 141 and a data
mover file manager program 142.
The network file manager program 141 is a conventional
network file manager program that is modified for use with
the data mover file manager program 142. For example, a
Suitable conventional network file manager program is avail
able from Sun Microsystems Inc. The conventional network
file manager program recognizes the file to logical block
mapping 95a for reading and writing to the logical blockS.
The conventional network file manager program also rec
ognizes the file attributes 96a and manages network client
ownership of file lockS. The conventional file manager
program, however, has no knowledge of the different data
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over the Ethernet (26 in FIG.2) can be reduced considerably

by replicating in the data movers only the data mover

The division of network file management responsibilities
between the network file manager 141 and the data mover
file manager 142 is illustrated by the flowchart in FIG. 12.
In a first step 151, the network file manager insures that file
directory information for the file is in the local file directory,
corresponding to steps 111 and 112 of FIG. 8. In the step
152, the network file manager checks access privileges to
determine whether file access is precluded by the file
attributes, corresponding to step 113 of FIG. 8.
In step 153, the network file manager obtains client
ownership of the file to be accessed without broadcast or
replication of client ownership in the local file directories of
other data movers. If the file is locked, then the request is
placed on the local wait list linked to the file, until client
ownership of the file is granted.
In Step 154, the data mover file manager obtains data
mover ownership of the file with broadcast and replication
of the data mover file ownership in the local file directories
of the other data movers permitting access to the file,
corresponding to steps 116 and 122 of FIG. 9. If the file is
locked, and if there is no prior request on the local wait list
and the file lock is owned by the data mover, or if the
immediately prior request on the local wait list is a request
of the data mover, then there is no need to broadcast a "lock

denied’ request to other data movers to ensure fair Servicing
of waiting client requests on a first come, first Serve basis.
Otherwise, if the file is locked, then the data mover file
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manager broadcasts a "lock denied’ request in order to place
the request on the wait lists of the other data movers to
ensure fair servicing of the request. The “lock denied” or
“lock granted” messages are broadcast over the Ethernet
among the data movers with identification of the data mover
originating the request, and without any identification of the
client originating the request, corresponding to Steps
123-125 in FIG. 9. Once file access is finished, execution

movers in the network file Server, Since the conventional file

manager program is written for a Server in which the
conventional file manager program Services all network file
access requests recognized by the Server.
In addition to the client ownership of file locks 143, the
network file Server including the data mover 21a has data
mover ownership of file locks 144. In addition, the amount
of locking information eXchanged between the data movers

Simultaneously access the file from another data mover. In
practice, this limitation is insignificant in comparison to the
increase in performance obtained by not exchanging or
replicating client ownership information. Another advantage
is that by not replicating client ownership information, the
data mover file manager program 142 can be relatively
independent from the network file manager program 141.
The network file manager 141 manages the client ownership
of the file locks 143 substantially independent of the data
mover ownership of the file locks 144, and the data mover
file manger 142 manages the data mover ownership of file
lockS Substantially independent of the client ownership of
file locks. Moreover, the network file manager 141 is pri
marily responsible for communication with network clients
directing requests to the data mover, and the data mover file
manager 142 is primarily responsible for communicating
with other data movers by exchanging messages over the

60
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continues to step 156.
In Step 156, the network file manager releaseS client
ownership. Then in step 157 the local wait list for the file is
inspected to determine whether, at the head of the list, there
is a next request for the Same data mover. If So, there is no
need to release data mover ownership over the file. Execu
tion continues to step 158 where the network file manager
changes client ownership to the client of the next request,
ends Servicing for the current file access task, and resumes
the file acceSS task for the next request. Execution then
continues in step 155 to perform file access.

US 6,298,386 B1
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If in step 157 there is not a next lock request for the same
data mover, then execution branches to step 159. In step 159,
the data mover file manager broadcasts release of data
mover ownership, and the file access task is finished.
V. File System Cache and Protocol for Truly Safe Asyn

client owning the file being accessed may not have access
privileges to the old version of the different file.
The asynchronous write security problem is solved by a
modified Server implementing a file System cache protocol.
As shown in FIG. 14, a modified server 210 also passes data
from a client 214 to disk 215 through a file system layer 211,
a storage layer 212, and a buffer cache 213. In addition, the
modified UNIX server 210 has file system cache 216. Data
217 and attributes 218 are stored in the file system cache of
each data mover and are not written down to Storage until
receipt of a commit request from the client 214. When the
commit request is received, the data 217 is sent before the
attributes 218 from the file system cache to the storage layer

chronous Writes

AS described above with reference to FIG. 6, one of the

file acceSS protocols desirable for use in a network file Server
is NFS, and one of the physical file systems desirable for use

in a network file server is the UNIX File System (UFS).

NFS Version 2 has synchronous writes. When a client
wants to write, it sends a String of write requests to the
Server. Each write request Specifies the client Sending the
data to be written, a file identifier, and an offset into the file

Specifying where to begin the writing of the data. For each
write request, the Server writeS data and attributes to disk
before returning to the client an acknowledgement of

15

212.
The modified server 210 is constructed so that the order
in which the file data 217 and the file attributes 218 are

written from the file system cache 216 to the storage layer

completion of the write request. (The attributes include the

212 is the order in which the file data 219 and file attributes

size of the file, the client owning the file, the time the file was
last modified, and pointers to the locations on the disk where

220 are written to nonvolatile storage. In other words, if file
attributes are found in Storage upon recovery, then So will
the corresponding file data. This can be done in a number of
ways. For example, all of the data and attributes written to
the storage layer 212 are written to the buffer cache 213, and

the new data resides.) This synchronous write operation is
very slow, because the server has to wait for disk I/O before
beginning the next write request.
NFS Version 3 has asynchronous writes. In the asynchro
nous write protocol, the client Sends a String of write
requests to the Server. For each write request, the Server does
a “fast write' to random access memory, and returns to the
client an acknowledgment of completion before writing
attributes and data to the disk. At Some point, the client may
Send a commit request to the Server. In response to the
commit request, the Server checks whether all of the pre
ceding data and attributes are written to disk, and once all of
the preceding data and attributes are written to disk, the
Server returns to the client an acknowledgement of comple
tion. This asynchronous write protocol is much faster than
the Synchronous write protocol. However, there is a data
security problem with its implementation in a UNIX server.
In any kind of conventional UNIX server 200, as illus
trated in FIG. 13, data passes through a number of layers
201, 202, 203 from a client 204 to disk storage 205. These
layers include a file system layer 201 which maps file names
to data Storage locations, a Storage layer 202 which performs
cache management Such as Setting write pending flags, and
a buffer cache layer 203 where data is stored in random
access Semiconductor memory.
In response to a commit request, the Storage layer 202

25

disk 215. Upon recovery, the file data 221 and the file
attributes 222 are read from the disk 215. Alternatively, the
buffer cache 213 can be nonvolatile, battery-backed semi
conductor memory, So that the order in which attributes and
data are written from the buffer cache 213 to the disk 215
does not matter.

35

is therefore made to recover from whatever can be found on
disk 205. The attributes are found and decoded to obtain

A flowchart of the operation of the modified server for
Servicing a read-write file access from a client is shown in
FIG. 15. This flowchart represents control logic in the file
system layer. In a first step 241, the file system layer of the
Server receives the client request and accesses a file direc
tory in the file System layer and obtains a write lock to open
the file. Next, in step 242, the file system layer writes new
file data from the client and new file attributes to the file

40

System cache, but does not write the new file data and new
file attributes down to the Storage layer. The file System may
continue to write new file data and new file attributes to the

45

checks if writes to disk 205 from buffer cache 203 are

pending, and acknowledges completion once writes are no
longer pending. When a file is modified, data and attributes
are written to the file. Because of the way the file system is
Structured, data and attributes can be written in any order.
If the new data is written to disk storage 205 before the
new attributes and the Server crashes, then upon recovery,
everything in the buffer cache 203 may be lost. An attempt

then the file data 219 in the buffer cache 213 are written to
the disk 215 before the file attributes 220 are written to the
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pointers to data. The file may be corrupted if not all of the

file System cache until a commit request 243 is received
from the client. When a commit request is received, as tested
in step 243, then in step 244, the new file data written into
the file system cache in step 242 is written from the file
System cache to Storage. Thereafter, in Step 245, the new file
attributes written into the file System cache in Step 242 are
written from the file System cache to Storage. Thereafter, in
Step 246, the file System sends to the client an acknowl
edgement of completion of the commit operation.
One particular kind of commit request is a request to close
the file, indicating that read-write access of the file is
finished. After step 246, in step 247, execution branches
depending on whether the last commit request was a request
to close the file. If not, execution loops back to step 242. If
so, execution continues to step 248. In step 248, the write

new attributes were written to disk. Some old attributes on

lock on the file is released to close the file, and the read-write

the disk may point to old data, and Some new attributes on
the disk may point to new data.

file access task is finished.
60

If the new attributes are written before the new data and

the Server crashes, then upon recovery, the new attributes are
found and decoded to obtain pointers to data. The file may
be corrupted if not all of the new data were written to disk.
In addition, the pointers for the new data not yet written may
point to blocks of data from an old version of a different file.
Therefore, the data Security problem may occur, Since the

The file system level cache protocol of FIG. 15 is best
implemented in the network server 20 of FIG. 2 by incor

porating the file system level cache (216 of FIG. 14) in the
buffer cache (62 in FIG. 5) of semiconductor random access
65

memory of each of the data movers 21 of FIG. 2. In this case,
the new file attributes and the new file data are indexed by
the file directory 94a in FIG. 11. The protocol of FIG. 15 is
programmed into a UFS physical file system 79 of FIGS. 5
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and 6. The storage layer 212, buffer cache 213 and disk 215
of FIG. 14 are in the cached disk array 23 of FIG. 2. In
particular, the Storage layer 212 is comprised of the channel
directors 43 in FIG. 3, the buffer cache is comprised of the
cache memory 41 of FIG. 3, and the disk 215 is comprised
of the disk array 47 of FIG. 3.
The cache memory 41 in the ICDA23 of FIG.3 is battery

new file attributes down to Storage upon receipt of the
commit request.
VI. Message Collector Queue For Connection Oriented
Protocols

AS described above, the network file server 20 of FIGS.

1 and 2 supports a number of file access protocols 75 in FIG.
5. These file acceSS protocols use a number of communica

tion protocols, including the User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
and the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).

backed so that the order in which file attributes or file data

are written from the cache memory 41 to the disk array 47
is not important. The cached disk array 23 has a battery that
can also power at least one of the disk drives in the disk array
47 during a system failure. The battery has a sufficient
capacity So that when a System failure occurs, the battery can
power the cached disk array to write all write pending data
in the cache memory 31 to the disk array 37.
The cached disk array 23 functions in a “fast write” mode.
When the UFS physical file system 79 of FIG. 6 writes down
new file data from the file System cache, for example, it
waits for the cached disk array 23 to acknowledge receipt of
the new file data before writing down the new file attributes.
The cached disk array however, acknowledges receipt and
Storage of the new file data as Soon as the new file data is
Stored in the cache memory 41; the cached disk array does
not wait for the data to be written to the disk array 47 before
acknowledging receipt and Storage of the new file data. Then
the UFS physical file system 79 writes down the new file
attributes from the file System cache to the cached disk array
cached disk array 23. The cached disk array acknowledges
receipt and Storage of the new file attributes as Soon as the
new file attributes are stored in the cache memory 41; the
cached disk array does not wait for the new file attributes to
be written to the disk array 47 before acknowledging receipt
and storage of the new file attributes. The UFS file system
79 acknowledges to the client the completion of the commit

operation (step 246 of FIG. 15) as soon as it receives from

As illustrated in FIG. 16, UDP is a connectionless pro
tocol. There is one fast pipe 261 conveying messages 262

(e.g., requests) from a number of clients 263 to a server 264.

AS used herein, the term "pipe' denotes generally a network
link or message Stream received by the file Sever from one
15

get mixed together during transmission in the pipe 261, and
at the Server 264 the messages are Serviced by respective
code threads 265.

As illustrated in FIG. 17, TCP is a connection oriented

25

After the new file attributes and new file data are written

down to storage (in steps 244 and 245 of FIG. 15), the new
40

system level cache (216 in FIG. 14). In this case, the file

System level cache can be organized in a fashion Similar to

the buffer cache (213 of FIG. 14). In particular, the file

System level cache may have write pending flags, indicating
whether or not the file data or file attributes in the file system
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level cache are new file data or new file attributes written

Since the last commit request and not yet having been written
down to Storage. In other words, the file System Sets a write
pending flag associated with a logical block in the file
System cache when a client writeS data to the file System, and
the file System clears the write pending flag when the Storage
level acknowledges completion of writing of the logical
block to Storage.
Preferably the network file system 20 in FIG. 2 uses a
good deal of file System cache in the data movers, So that it
does not need as much buffer cache in the cached disk array,
and the loading on the cached disk array is reduced. In
response to a read request from a network client, the file
System Searches the file System cache, and if the data is
found in the file System cache, there is no need to access the
buffer cache in the cached disk array.
In short, the asynchronous write Security problem is
Solved in the preferred embodiment by Splitting cache
memory requirements between a file System cache and a
buffer cache, keeping new file attributes and new file data in
the file System cache until receipt of a commit request from
the client, and sending the new file data first followed by the

protocol. Each of the clients 273 is assigned a separate pipe
271 for sending messages 272 to the server 274, and each
pipe 271 is serviced by a respective code thread 275.
In the UDP case, code threads are assigned to respective
messages, and there are lots of code threads to Service the
client messages.
In the TCP case, the threads are assigned to respective
pipes, and the pipes are assigned to respective clients.
Therefore, the threads remain connected to the respective
clients in the case of a Series of messages from each client.
There are fewer TCP threads, and some threads are very
busy and others are not very busy, Since the threads remain
connected to the clients. As a result, there is leSS balance;
Some threads work harder than others, and there is a loSS of
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the cached disk array 23 the acknowledgement of receipt
and Storage of the new file attributes.

file attributes and the new file data can be retained in the file

or more network clients. The messages 262 (represented
individually by respective circle, triangle, and Square icons)
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performance. This occurs in conventional NFS servers, such
as NFS servers from Sun Microsystems Inc. and Digital
Equipment Corp.
In order to minimize the loSS of performance due to thread
imbalance, a collector queue is used in a file Server in order
to combine messages from UDP and TCP streams. As shown
in FIG. 18, threads 285 of a server 284 receive messages
directly from the collector queue 286 rather than individual
pipes or Streams 281 conveying messages 282 from the
clients 283. The messages 282 are received from the pipes
or streams 282 by network link drivers 287 and placed in the
collector queue 286. In the collector queue 286, messages
from a pipe for a connection oriented proceSS Such as TCP
are mixed and interleaved with messages for other connec
tion oriented and connectionless processes. However, the
collector queue 286 maintains the ordering of the messages
in each pipe. For example, the collector queue 286 is
serviced on a first-in, first-out basis. Any idle thread 289 can
pick up a message from the collector queue and become an
active thread 290 responding to the message. The threads
285 are components of the Software implementing file
access protocols 288. The collector queue 286 keeps track of
which pipe 281 each message came from, and the reply of
the Server to each message is directed to the same pipe from
which the message came from. Therefore, the collector
queue 286 enSures balance and efficiency.
Turning now to FIG. 19, there is shown aspecific example
of construction of the collector queue 286 The collector
queue 286 includes a singly-linked list 301 of message
pointers, and a message buffer 302. The singly-linked list
301 of message pointers includes a series of entries 303, a
head pointer 304 pointing to the entry at the head of the list
301, and a tail pointer 305 pointing to the entry at the tail of
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the list 301. Each entry 303 includes a message pointer, a
pipe pointer, and a link pointer.
Each message pointer points to a respective beginning
message word in the message buffer 302. Each message in
the message buffer 302 may include one or more message
words, and the message in the message buffer includes an
indication of its length in the message buffer. For example,
the first byte in the first Word of a message in the message
buffer 302 indicates the number of message words that
comprise the message.
Each pipe pointer points to the respective pipe from which
the respective message originated.
Each link pointer points to the link pointer of a next entry
in the list 301 if there is a next entry, and otherwise the link
first step 311 of FIG. 20, the code thread checks whether or
not the collector queue is empty. If So, then in Step 312

20
message pointer, pipe pointer, and link pointer) into the

collector queue entry.
Now that the message has been inserted into the collector
queue, in step 327 the link driver checks whether there is an
idle thread. If not, then the link driver is finished processing
the message, and the message in the queue will be picked up
and serviced by one of the threads that is currently busy
servicing another message. If in step 327 the link driver finds
an idle thread, then in step 328 the link driver activates
execution of the idle thread, and the link driver is finished

15

execution of the code thread is Suspended (i.e., the thread
becomes inactive) for a certain time, and later execution

resumes by looping back to step 311. If in step 311 the
collector queue is not empty, then execution continues to
step 313. In step 313, the entry at the head of the collector
queue is removed from the queue to obtain a message
pointer and a corresponding pipe pointer. In Step 314, the
message pointer is used to obtain the corresponding message
from the message buffer. In Step 315, the message is inter
preted and an appropriate reply is prepared. In Step 316, the
reply is Sent to the pipe indicated by the pipe pointer, for
transmission to the client that originated the message. Then
in step 317 the memory of the collector queue entry removed
in Step 313 is deallocated and the memory of the message in
the message buffer is deallocated, for example, by placing
pointers to the collector queue entry and the message words
onto free memory lists.
Turning now to FIG. 21, there is shown a flowchart of
programming for a network link driver that inserts a mes
Sage into the collector queue. In a first Step 321 execution
branches to Step 322 to continue processing if a message has
not been received from a client. Once a message is received,
execution pointer has a value of Zero indicating that there is
not a next entry.

The head pointer 304 points to the link pointer of the entry
at the head of the list 301 if there is an entry at the head of
the list. If the list 301 is empty, the head pointer has a value
of Zero indicating that the list is empty. To remove an entry
from the head of the list, the head pointer is read and
compared to Zero to check if the list is empty, and if not, the
link pointer of the entry is read from the memory address
indicated by the head pointer, and then the head pointer is Set
to the value of the link pointer of the entry.
The tail pointer 305 points to the entry at the tail of the list
301 if there is an entry at the tail of the list. If the list 301
is empty, the tail pointer points to the head pointer. To insert
an entry onto the tail of the list, the tail pointer is read, and
the value of the address of the link pointer of the entry is
written to memory at the address indicated by the tail
pointer, and then the tail pointer is Set to the value of the link
pointer of the entry. Moreover, the link pointer of the entry

processing the message. In this case, the activated idle
thread will Service the message that was just inserted into the
collector queue.
Steps 312, 327 and 328 can be implemented using a
callback mechanism. A callback function is registered by a
pipe when the pipe is opened. When an idle Server thread
tries to pick up a reference to a pipe from the head of the
collector queue and the queue is empty, the thread is blocked
on a condition variable and can only be resumed when a
Signal is sent by the callback function to the condition
variable. The callback function is invoked as Soon as the

pipe detects an incoming message. Invocation of the call
back function Sends a Signal to the condition variable,
causing resumption of one of any number of threads blocked
25

on the condition variable.

In the network server 20 of FIG. 2, a respective collector
queue is used in each data mover to queue all client
messages received by the data mover. The collector queue is
part of the communication stacks 74 in FIG. 5 residing
between the network link drivers 72 assigned to the pipes or
network links, and the code threads which are part of the file
access protocols 75. The idle code threads are activated by
the real-time scheduler in the kernel 63 in FIG. 5.

In view of the above, there has been described a network
35
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file Server having a collector queue that minimizes loSS of
performance due to thread imbalance when Servicing mes
Sages from a connection oriented proceSS concurrent with
other processes. The collector queue combines messages
from the connection oriented process with messages from
the other concurrent processes. The threads of the Server
receive messages from the collector queue rather than indi
vidual pipes. Any idle thread can pick up a message from the
collector queue. Therefore the collector queue ensures
thread balance and efficiency in Servicing the messages.
What is claimed is:

1. A method of operating a file Server to Service messages
of concurrent connection oriented processes and connection
leSS processes, the messages originating from a plurality of
clients in a data network, the messages being Sent in a
plurality of pipes to the file Server, including pipes convey
ing messages of the connection oriented processes and at
least one pipe conveying messages of the connectionless
processes, Said method comprising the Steps of:

(a) the file server receiving messages from the pipes and
55

indicating it is at the tail of the list.
Turning now to FIG. 20, there is shown a flowchart of the

placing them in a queue combining messages of the
connection oriented processes with messages of the
connectionless processes, and placing in the queue with
each message an indication of the pipe from which the
file Server received Said each message; and

60

(b) the file server receiving the messages from the queue

In a continues to step 323. In step 323, the link driver
allocates memory in the message buffer to Store the message.
Next, in Step 324, the link driver puts the message in the
message buffer. Then in step 325 the link driver allocates

65

inserted on the tail of the list is set to the initial value of Zero

programming for one of the code threads (285 in FIG. 18).

memory for the collector queue entry (in the list301 of FIG.
19), and in step 326 the link driver puts the pointers (i.e., the

and Servicing the messages by interpreting the
messages, formulating replies, and directing the replies
to the pipes from which the file server received the
messages for transmission to the clients from which the
messages originated.

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the con

nectionless processes are User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
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processes, and the connection oriented processes are Trans
mission Control Protocol (TCP) processes.
3. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the file
Server places the messages in the queue in order as the file
Server receives the messages from the pipes, and the file
Server removes the messages from the queue in a first-in,
first-out order for Servicing.
4. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the queue
includes a list and a message buffer, and wherein the file
Server places each message in the queue by placing Said each
message in the message buffer and placing a pointer on the
list to Said each message in the message buffer.
5. A method of operating a file Server to Service messages
of a connection oriented proceSS concurrent with other
processes, the messages originating from a plurality of
clients in a data network, the messages being Sent in a
plurality of pipes to the file Server, including a pipe con
veying messages of the connection oriented process, Said
method comprising the Steps of
(a) the file Server receiving messages from the pipes and
placing them in a queue combining messages of the
connection oriented process with messages of the other
processes, and placing in the queue with each message
an indication of the pipe from which the file server
received said each message; and
(b) threads of the file server receiving the messages from
the queue, each of the threads Servicing a respective
message from the queue by interpreting the message,
formulating a reply, and directing the reply to the pipe
from which the file server received the respective

22
b) Second means for receiving messages transmitted by
other clients in other processes concurrent with the
connection oriented process,
c) a queue for storing messages received by the first
means for receiving and the Second means for receiv
ing; the first means for receiving being connected to the
queue for placing in the queue the messages received
from Said one client when the messages received from
Said one client are received, and the Second means for
receiving being connected to the queue for placing in
the queue the messages received from Said other clients
when the messages received from Said other clients are
received from Said other clients, and

d) means for Servicing the messages in the queue.
15

clients to the file Server for communication in connectionless
proceSSeS.

11. The file server as claimed in claim 10, wherein the

connection oriented proceSS is a Transmission Control Pro

25

12. The file server as claimed in claim 9, wherein each of

meSSage.

meSSage.
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the threads.

14. The file server as claimed in claim 13, wherein the
40

15. The file server as claimed in claim 14, wherein the

45

50

(a) a queue for storing messages of the connection ori
55

a) first means for receiving messages transmitted by one
client in a connection oriented process,

ented proceSS combined with messages of the other
processes, and for Storing an indication of the pipe from
which the file Server received each message; and

(b) a plurality of threads, each of the threads comprising
60

meSSage.

9. A file server servicing clients in a network, said file
Server comprising, in combination:

queue includes a message buffer Storing the messages in the
queue, and a list of pointers to the messages Stored in the
message buffer.
16. A file Server for Servicing messages of a connection
oriented proceSS concurrent with other processes, the mes
Sages originating from a plurality of clients in a data
network, the messages being Sent in a plurality of pipes to
the file Server, including a pipe conveying messages of the
connection oriented process, Said file Server comprising, in
combination:

(b) threads of the file server receiving the messages from

the queue, each of the threads Servicing a respective
message from the queue by interpreting the message,
formulating a reply, and directing the reply to the pipe
from which the file server received the respective

means for Servicing includes means for activating an idle
one of the threads for Servicing a message placed in the
Gueue.

(a) the file Server receiving messages from the pipes and

placing them in a queue combining messages of the
connection oriented processes with messages of the
connectionless processes, and placing in the queue with
each message an indication of the pipe from which the
file Server received Said each message; and

13. The file server as claimed in claim 9, wherein the

means for Servicing includes a plurality of threads, each
message in the queue being Serviced by a respective one of

7. The method as claimed in claim 6, wherein each thread

finished with Servicing a message checks whether the queue
is empty, and when Said each thread finds that the queue is
not empty, the thread Services a next message from the
queue, and when Said each thread finds that the queue is
empty, the file Server Suspends execution of the thread.
8. A method of operating a file Server to Service messages
of connection oriented processes and connectionleSS pro
ceSSes concurrent with the connection oriented processes,
the messages originating from a plurality of clients in a data
network, the messages being Sent in a plurality of pipes to
the file Server, including respective pipes conveying mes
Sages of the connection oriented processes and at least one
pipe conveying messages of the connectionless processes,
Said method comprising the Steps of:

tocol (TCP) process, and the connectionless processes are
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) processes.

the means for receiving includes means for Storing, in the
queue, in association with each message, an indication of the
means for receiving that received Said each message, and
wherein the means for Servicing includes means for reading
the indication associated with Said each message for direct
ing a reply to the means for receiving that received said each

6. The method as claimed in claim 5, wherein the file

Server places the messages in the queue in order as the file
Server receives the messages from the pipes, and the mes
Sages are removed from the queue in a first-in, first-out order
for Servicing by the threads.

10. The file server as claimed in claim 9, wherein the first

means for receiving includes a first network link driver for
a network link connecting Said one client to the file Server
for communication in the connection oriented process, and
the Second means for receiving includes a Second network
link driver for a network link connecting a plurality of

a program executable in the file Server for Servicing a
respective message from the queue by interpreting the
message, formulating a reply, and directing the reply to
the pipe from which the file server received the respec
tive message.

17. The file server as claimed in claim 16, wherein each
65

thread further includes programming executable after Ser
vicing a message for checking whether the queue is empty,
and when the queue is found to be not empty, Servicing a
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next message from the queue, and when the queue is found
to be empty, Suspending execution of the thread.
18. The file server as claimed in claim 17, wherein the file

Server includes means for activating a Suspended one of the
threads for Servicing a message placed in the queue.
19. The file server as claimed in claim 16, wherein the

connection oriented process is a Transmission Control Pro

tocol (TCP) process, and the connectionless processes are
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) processes.
20. The file server as claimed in claim 16, wherein the

queue includes a message buffer and a list of pointers to the
messages Stored in the message buffer.
21. The file server as claimed in claim 20, wherein the list

is a singly-linked list.
22. A method of operating a file Server to Service mes
Sages of a connection oriented process concurrent with other
processes, the messages originating from a plurality of
clients in a data network, the messages being Sent in a
plurality of pipes to the file Server, including a pipe con
veying messages of the connection oriented process, Said
method comprising the Steps of

15

29. The method as claimed in claim 28, wherein the file

Server places in the queue, in association with each message,
an indication of the pipe from which said each message is

(a) the file Server receiving messages from the pipes and

placing them in a queue combining messages of the
connection oriented process with messages of the other
processes, and

24
27. The method as claimed in claim 22, wherein the queue
includes a list and a message buffer, and wherein the file
Server places each message in the queue by placing Said each
message in the message buffer and placing, in the list, a
pointer to Said each message in the message buffer.
28. A method of operating a file Server to Service mes
Sages of a connection oriented process concurrent with other
processes, the messages originating from a plurality of
clients in a data network, the messages being Sent in a
plurality of pipes to the file Server, including a pipe con
veying messages of the connection oriented process, Said
method comprising the Steps of
(a) the file server receiving messages from the pipes and
placing them in a queue combining messages of the
connection oriented process with messages of the other
processes, and
(b) threads of the file server receiving the messages from
the queue, each of the threads Servicing a respective
message from the queue.
received.

30. The method as claimed in claim 28, wherein each of
25

the threads Services the respective message from the queue
by interpreting the message and formulating a reply.

(b) the file server obtaining messages from the queue and

31. The method as claimed in claim 28, wherein the file

23. The method as claimed in claim 22, wherein the file

Server combines in the queue messages of connectionless
processes with messages of connection oriented processes.

Server places in the queue, in association with the messages,
indications of the pipes from which the messages are
received, and wherein the file Server reads from the queue
the indications of the pipes from which the messages are
received in order to direct replies to the messages to the
pipes from which the messages are received.

Server places the messages in the queue in order as the file
Server receives the messages from clients in a data network,
and the messages are removed from the queue in a first-in,
first-out order for servicing by the threads.

Servicing the messages obtained from the queue.

24. The method as claimed in claim 22, wherein the file

32. The method as claimed in claim 28, wherein the file
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Server combines in the queue messages of connectionless
processes with messages of connection oriented processes.
25. The method as claimed in claim 24, wherein the

connectionless processes are User Datagram Protocol

(UDP) processes, and the connection oriented processes are
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) processes.
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26. The method as claimed in claim 22, wherein the file

Server places the messages in the queue in order as the file
Server receives the messages from clients in a data network,
and the file Server obtains the messages from the queue in a
first-in, first-out order for Servicing.
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33. The method as claimed in claim 28, wherein each

thread finished with Servicing a message, checks whether the
queue is empty, and when Said each thread finds that the
queue is not empty, the thread Services a next message from
the queue, and when Said each thread finds that the queue is
empty, the file Server Suspends execution of the thread.
34. The method as claimed in claim 28, wherein the queue
includes a list and a message buffer, and wherein the file
Server places each message in the queue by placing Said each
message in the message buffer and placing, in the list, a
pointer to Said each message in the message buffer.
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